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E. After creating a relationship, database configuration must be performed before that relationship can be
used.

Correct Answer  BD 

QUESTION 101 
Which two options are available to export data from IBM Maximo Asset Management if a company wants to
analyze Maximo data using Microsoft Excel? (Choose two.) 

A. Export Objects
B. Application Export
C. Queue By Example
D. Key Performance Indicators
E. A Result Set on the Start Center

Correct Answer  BC 

QUESTION 102 
Which feature or function in Tivoli process automation engine enables the efficient processing of inbound e
mails? 

A. Email Listener

B. Ticket Templates
C. Organizational Service Request Options
D. Organizational Service Level Agreement Options

Correct Answer  A 

QUESTION 100 
Which two statements are true concerning the Database Configuration application? (Choose two.) 

A. New objects cannot be created.
B. New objects, attributes, and indexes can be created.
C. If an object is flagged for Eaudit, database configuration does not need to be performed.

D. Database configuration changes must be applied when the change results in changes to the data structure.

QUESTION 103 
Master preventive maintenance records can be created for which type of record in IBM Maximo Asset
Management? 
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QUESTION 104 
Which option is used to define the PM schedule in addition to elapsed time? 

A. Work Schedule
B. Meter Readings
C. Job Plan Priority
D. Route Sequence

Correct Answer  B 

QUESTION 105 
Which step is necessary to automate the process of creating work orders for PMs? 

A. Enable the Forecast action
B. Set the PM status to APPP
C. Update the Autogen property
D. Activate PMwoGencrontask

Correct Answer  D 

QUESTION 106 
Which statement best describes a gap analysis? 

A. An assessment tool to help identity¡‾ differences between applications.
B. A technique for determining the steps to be taken in moving from a current state to a desired future state.

A. Items 
B. Routes
C. Work Orders
D. Nonrotating Assets

Correct Answer  A 

C. A tool provided to measure the investment of time, money, and human resources required to achieve a
particular outcome.

D. The process of analyzing different business processes in order to determine the difference or gap that
exists between them.

Correct Answer  B 
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QUESTION 107 
What two key business benefits does the PM function provide for the client? (Choose two.) 

A. The ability to forecast a PM schedule
B. The ability to discover meters necessary for triggering the PM work
C. The ability to associate a job plan that is Draft status to the PM schedule
D. The ability to automatically create a work order when the PM schedule is due
E. The ability to automatically generate a master PM schedule from the work order

Correct Answer  AD 

QUESTION 108 
If PM5 are generating automatically and the schedule needs to be stopped for a single active PM, which step is
appropriate? 

A. Set Adjust Next Date
B. Revise the PM with a blank date
C. Change the status to INACTIVE
D. Edit the next due date and reset the count

Correct Answer  C 

QUESTION 109 
What is a structured method for documenting a process flow? 

A. Unified Modeling Language (UML) activity diagram
B. UML use case diagram
C. System context diagram
D. Process network diagram

Correct Answer  A 
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